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Truth and the World's Values
Alexander Solzhenitsyn toas awarded
the 1970 Nobel Prize for literature but was
not allowed by the Soviet govemment to
journey to Stockholm to receive the prize.
Although he wrote an acceptance speech
for the occasion, it was never delivered and
not until the Nobel FOttndation's yearbook
was published last month did it become
available. The following are excerpts from
the 6,000-word speech. Today's editorials
relate to this Stlbject.

From time immemorial man has been
ade in such a way that his vision of the
orld, so long as it has not been instilled
under hypnosis, his motivations and scale of
/Values, his actions and intentions are deterined by his personal and group experience
of life. As the Russian saying goes, "Do not
elieve your brother, believe your own
rooked eye." And that is the most sound
asis for an understanding of the world
round us and of human conduct in it. And
tluring the long epochs when our world lay
pread out in mystery and wilderness, before
t became encroached by common lines of
Fommunication, before it was transformed
into a single, convulsively pulsating lumpmen, relying on experience, ruled without
ishap within their limited areas, within
heir communities, within their societies, and
finally on their national territories.
At that time it was possible for individual
' uman beings to perceive and accept a general scale of values, to distinguish between
hat is considered normal, what incredible,
hat is cruel and what lies beyond the boundries of wickedness, what is honesty, what deeit. And although the scattered peoples led
extremely different lives and their social vales were often strikingly at odds, just as their
ystems of weights and measures did not
gree, still these discrepancies surprised only
ccasional travelers, were reported ih jourals under the name of wonders, and bore no
danger to mankind which was not yet one.
But now during the past few decades, imerceptibly, suddenly, mankind has become
ne-hopefully one and dangerously one-so
hat the concussions and inflammations of one
of its parts are almost instantaneously passed
on to others, sometimes lacking in any kind of
ecessary immunity. Mankind has become
ne, but not steadfastly one as communities
r even nations used to be, not united through
ears of mutual experience, neither through
ssession of a single eye, affectionately
alled crooked, nor yet through a common naive language, but, surpassing all barriers,
rough international broadcasting and printng.

~

cident. There are different scales of values
for personal insults: Sometimes even an
ironic smile or a dismissive gesture is humiliating, while at others cruel beatings are forgiven as an unfortunate joke. There are different scales of values for punishment and
wickedness: According to one, a month's arrest, banishment to the country, or an isola·
tion cell where one is fed on white rolls and
milk, shatters the imagination and fills the
newspaper columns with rage. While according to another, prison sentences of 25 years,
isolation cells where the walls are covered in

The Writer's Role
In his speech, Alexander Solzhenitsyn
asks "what is the place and role of the
writer in this cruel, dynamic, split world"
on the brink of destruction?
"After all, we have nothing to do with
letting off rockets. We do not even push the
lowliest of hand-carts. We are quite
scorned by those who respect only material power. Is it not natural for us, too, to
step back, to lose faith in the steadfastness
of goodness, in the indivisibility of truth,
and to just impart to the world our bitter,
detached observations: How mankind has
become hopelessly corrupt, how men have
degenerated, and how difficult it is for the
few beautiful and refined souls to live
amongst them?
"But we have not even recourse to this
flight. Anyone who has once taken up the
word can never again evade it: A writer is
not the detached judge of his compatriots
and contemporaries; he is an accomplice
to all the evil committed in his native land
or by his countrymen. And if the tanks of
his fatherland have flooded the asphalt of
a foreign capital with blood, · then the
brown spots have slapped against the face
of the writer forever. And if one fatal night
they suffocated his sleeping, trusting
friend, then the palms of the writer bear
the bruises from that rope. And if his
young fellow-citizens breezily declare the
superiority of depravity over honest work,
if they give themselves over to drugs or
seize hostages, then their stink mingles
with the breath of the writer. Shall we
have the temerity to declare that we are
not responsible for the sores of the present-day world?"

ice and the prisoners stripped to their underclothes, lunatic asylums for the sane, and
countless unreasonable people who for some
reason will keep running away, shot on the
frontiers-all this is common and accepted.
Yet we cannot reproach human vision for
this duality, for this dumbfounded incompreAvalanche of Events
hension of another man's distant grief; man
An avalanche of events descends upon us is just made that way. But for the whole of
in one minute half the world hears of their mankind, compressed into a single lump,
plash. But the yardstick by which to mea- such mutual incomprehension presents the
ure those events and to evaluate them in ac- threat of imminent and violent destruction.
ordance with the laws of unfamiliar parts of
e world-this is not and cannot be conveyed One world, one mankind cannot exist in the
ia soundwaves and in newspaper columns. face of six, four or even two scales of values:
or these yardsticks were matured and as- We shall be torn apart by this disparity of
imilated over too many years of too specific rhythm, this disparity of vibrations.
A man with two hearts is not for this
conditions in individual countries and socities; they cannot be exchanged in mid-air. In world; neither shall we be able to live side by
he various parts of the world men apply their side on one earth.
wn hard-earned values to events, and they
But who will coordinate these value scales,
udge stubbornly, confidently, only according
their own scales of values and never ac· and how? Who will create for mankind one
system of interpretation, valid for good and
rding to any others.
And if there are not many such different evil deeds, for the unbearable and the bearcales of values in the world, there are at able, as they are differentiated today? Who
east several, one for evaluating events near will make clear to mankind what is really
at hand, another for events far away, aging heavy and intolerable and what only grazes
ocieties possess one, young societies another, the skin locally? Who will direct the anger to
successful people another. The divergent that which is most terrible and not to that
cales of values scream in discordance, they which is nearer? Who might succeed in tram!k}azzle and daze us, and so that it might not be ferring such an understanding beyond the
~ainful we steer clear of all other va~ues,_ as
limits of his own human experience? Who
ough from insanity, as though from 1lluswn, might succeed in impressing upon a bigoted,
nd we confidently judge the whole world acording to our own home values. Which is why stubborn human creature the distant joy and
e take for the greater, more painful and grief of others, an understanding of dimeness bearable, that which lies closest to us. sions and deceptions which he himself has
verything which is further away, which never experienced? Propaganda, constraint,
does not threaten this very day to invade our scientific proof- all are useless. But fortunhreshold-with all its groans, its stifled cries, ately there does exist such a means in our
Its destroyed lives, even if it involves millions world. That means is art. That means is literf victims - this we consider on the whole to ature.
e perfectly bearable and of tolerable proThey can perform a miracle: They can
rtions.
overcome man's detrimental peculiarity of
In one part of the world, not so long ago,
learning only from personal experience so
nder persecutions not inferior to those of the
ncient Romans, hundreds of thousands of si- that the experience of other people passes
ent Christians gave up their lives for their him by in vain. From man to man, as he
elief in God. In the other hemisphere a cer- completes his brief spell on earth, art transain madman (and no doubt he is not alone) fers the whole weight of an unfamiliar, lifepeeds across the ocean to deliver us from re- long experience with all its burdens, its col·
igion-with a thrust of steel into the high ors, its sap of life; it recreates in the flesh an
priest. He has calculated for each and every unknown experience and allows us to possess
pne of us according to his personal scale of it as our own.
values.
And even more, much more than that:
That which from a distance, according to
Both
countries and whole continents ·repeat
ne scale of values, appears as enviable and
ourishing freedom, at close quarters, and ac- each other's mistakes with time lapses which
~ording to other values, is felt to be in- can amount to centuries. Then, one would
uriating constraint calling for buses to be think, it would all be so obvious. But no: That
verthrown. That which in one part of the which some nations have already experiorld might represent a dream of incredible enced considered and rejected is suddenly
prosperity, in another has the exasperating disco~ered by others to be the latest word.
effect of wild exploitation demanding imme- And here again, the only substitute for an exaiate strike.
perience we ourselves have never lived
There are different scales of values for through is art, literature. They possess a wonatural catastrophes: A flood craving 200,000 derful ability: Beyond distinctions of lanseems less significant than our local ac- guage, custom, social structure, they can con-
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years.

vey the life experience of one whole I
another. To an inexperienced nation t
convey a harsh national trial lastin,
decades, at best sparing an entire nati
a superfluous, or mistaken, or even di!
course, thereby curtailing the meande.
human history.

Cruelties of Our Century
Our 20th Century has proved to bt
cruel than preceding centuries, and U
fifty years have not erased all its horro.
world is rent asunder by those sarr
cave-age emotions of greed, envy, lack (
trol, mutual hostility which have picked
passing respectable pseudonyms like
struggle, radical conflict, struggle of the
ses, trade·union disputes. The primev
fusal to accept a compromise has beer
,
into a theoretical principle and is crfl/ IDe f/SS ll!isthe virtue of orthodoxy. It demands
of sacrifices in ceaseless civil wars, itllervice routine
into our souls that there is no such t!Jhe Pentagon.
unchanging, universal concepts of go~ officer ~nd
and justice, that they are all fluctuatingser. In time
inconstant. Therefore the rule-always he was aswhat's most profitable to your party. Any ICific.
fessional group no sooner sees a convenit ""'w•rv
opportunity to break off a piece, even if it l.was
unearned, even if it be superfluous, than L in
breaks it off there and then and no matter if sent
the whole of society comes tumbling dovv-n. As Vietseen from the outside, the amplitude of the
tossing of Western society is approaching that
point beyond which the system becomes unstable and must fall. Violence, less and less
embarrassed by the limits imposed by centuries of lawfulness, is brazenly and victoriously striding across the whole world, unconcerned that its infertility has been demonstra·
ted and proved many times in history. What
is more, it is not simply crude power that
triumphs abroad, but its exultant justification.
The world is being inundated by the brazen
conviction that power can do anything, justice
nothing. Dostoyevsky's devils-apparently a
provincial nightmare fantasy of the last century- are crawling across the whole world in
front of our very eyes, infesting countries
where they could not have been dreamed of.
And by means of hijackings, kidnapplngs, explosions and fires of recent years they are announcing their determination to shake and destroy civilization. And they may well succeed.
The young, at an age when they have not yet
any experience other than sexual, when they
do not yet have years of personal suffering
and personal understanding behind them, are
jubilantly repeating our depraved Russian
blunders of the 19th Century. under the im·
pression that they are discovering something
new. They acclaim the latest wretched degradation on the part of the Chinese Red Guard~
as a joyous example. In shallow lack of un·
derstanding of the age-old essence of mankind. in the naive confidence of inexperienced
hearts they cry: let us drive away those
cruel, greedy oppressors, governments, and
the new ones (we), having just laid aside
grenades and rifles, will be just and understanding. Far from it. . . . But of those who
have lived more and understand, those who
could oppose these young- many do not dare
oppose, they even suck up, anything not to appear conservative. Another Russian phenomenon of the 19th Century which Dostoyevsky
called slavery to progressive quirks.
The spirit of Munich has by no means retreated into the past: It was not merely a
brief episode. I even venture to say that the
spirit of Munich prevails in the 20th Century.
The timid ciYilized world has found nothing
with which to oppose the onslaught of a sudden revival of barefaced barbarity, other than
concessions and smiles. The spirit of Munich
is a sickness of the will of successful people;
it is the daily condition of those who have
given themselves up to the thirst after prosperity at any price, to material well-being as
the chief goal of earthly existence. Such people-and there are many in today's worldelect passivity and retreat, just so as their ac·
customed life might drag on a bit longer, just
so as not to step over the threshold of hardship today-and tomorrow, you'll see, it will
be all right. (But it will never be all right.
The price of cowardice will only be evil. \\'e
shall reap courage and victory only when we
dare to make sacrifices.)

The Power of Literature
I believe that world literature has it in its
power to help mankind, in these its troubled
hours, to see itself as it really is, nothwithstanding the indoctrinations of prejudiced
people and parties. World literature has it in
its power to convey condensed experiem~e
from one land to another so that we might
cease to be split and dazzled, that the different scales of values might be made to agree,
and one nation learn correctly and concisely
the true history of another with such strength
of recognition and painful awareness as if it
had itself experienced the same, and thus
might it be spared from repeating the same
cruel mistakes. And perhaps under such con·
ditions we artists wiU be able to cultivate
within ourselves a field of vision to embrace
the whole world: In the center observing like
any other human being that which lies
nearby, at the edges we shall begin to draw in
that which is happening in the rest of the
world. And we shall correlate, and we shall
observe world proportions.
And who, if not writers, are to pass judgment- not only on their unsuccessful govern·
ments {in some states this is the easiest way
to earn one's bread, the occupation of any
man who is not lazy) - but also on the people
themselves, in their cowardly humiliation or
self-satisfied weakness? Who is to pass judg·
ment on the lightweight sprints of youth, and
on the young pirates brandishing their
knives?
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